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Cell Assemblies of the Basal Forebrain
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The basal forebrain comprises several heterogeneous neuronal subgroupings having modular projection patterns to discrete sets of
cortical subregions. Each cortical region forms recurrent projections, via prefrontal cortex, that reach the specific basal forebrain
subgroups from which they receive afferents. This architecture enables the basal forebrain to selectively modulate cortical responsiveness
according to current processing demands. Theoretically, optimal functioning of this distributed network would be enhanced by temporal
coordination among coactive basal forebrain neurons, or the emergence of “cell assemblies.” The present work demonstrates assembly
formation in rat basal forebrain neuronal populations during a selective attention task. Neuron pairs exhibited coactivation patterns
organized within beta-frequency time windows (55 ms), regardless of their membership within distinct bursting versus nonbursting
basal forebrain subpopulations. Thus, the results reveal a specific temporal framework for integration of information within basal
forebrain networks and for the modulation of cortical responsiveness.
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Introduction
The basal forebrain (BF) is a powerful determinant of cortical
responsiveness (Golmayo et al., 2003; Pinto et al., 2013). Its effer-
ents to the neocortex take at least three neurochemical forms,
including GABAergic, cholinergic, and glutamatergic neurons
(Brückner et al., 1994; Metherate and Ashe, 1995; Gritti et al.,
1997; Zaborszky et al., 1999; Riedel et al., 2002; Sarter and Bruno,
2002; Nelson et al., 2005; Henny and Jones, 2008). This projec-
tion system plays a critical role in learning and attention, and its
degeneration accompanies impairments in cognition (Baxter et
al., 1995; Chiba et al., 1995; Bucci et al., 1998; Sarter et al., 2014).

BF GABAergic and cholinergic neurons are organized into
overlapping subgroups each defined by the cortical subregions
they target. The cortical subregions targeted by a single group are
interconnected with prefrontal cortex subregions forming return
connections to the BF (Zaborszky et al., 2015). The discovery of
these anatomical features of the BF projection system completes a
picture wherein the BF must be considered in the context of distrib-
uted cortical-BF networks. The conceptualization of a “modular” BF
projection system is consistent with data demonstrating indepen-
dent control, via distinct BF subgroups, of responsiveness in somato-
sensory and visual cortex (Golmayo et al., 2003). More recent data
also support this conceptualization in revealing that, during a selec-
tive attention task, the BF generates a variety of unique task-phase-

specific ensemble patterns each paralleled by a similar set of patterns
in the parietal cortex (Tingley et al., 2014).

This raises the question as to whether specific temporal de-
pendencies in the activation patterns for pairs of BF neurons
exist. Recent work showed that BF neurons having correlated
mean firing rate vectors also have correlations in trial-to-trial
activity deviations from those means (Tingley et al., 2014), but
left open questions concerning the degree of temporal precision
in activation/inactivation patterns. We therefore applied a gener-
alized linear model (GLM) analysis to test the hypothesis that BF
neurons have fine-scale codependencies in their spiking patterns.
Considering past theoretical (Bibbig et al., 2002) and experimen-
tal (Quinn et al., 2010) work, we predicted that BF population
firing dynamics would be coordinated at a slower time scale than
codependencies observed in other brain regions, such as hip-
pocampus (Harris et al., 2003).

The GLM analysis revealed that both bursting and nonburst-
ing BF neurons exhibit codependencies in their spiking activity.
Consistent with BF neuron organization into distinct cell assem-
blies, coordinated spiking occurred primarily over a specific time
interval of �55 ms, a result consistent with prior work demon-
strating the presence of beta-frequency (�20 Hz) field-potential
oscillations in BF (Quinn et al., 2010). The discovery of cell as-
semblies in the BF adds to the growing evidence that they are
fundamental operational units in the brain, as suggested by Hebb
(1949). That they are organized within the beta frequency ex-
pands the range of frequencies shown to assemble information in
this way, and is consistent with theoretical work suggesting that
beta frequencies are optimal for long-range information transfer
between subcortical and cortical structures (Bibbig et al., 2002).

Materials and Methods
Subjects. All experimental protocols adhered to AALAC guidelines and
were approved by the UCSD Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
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mittee and Animal Care Program. Eight adult, male Long–Evans rats
served as behavioral subjects. Rats were housed individually and kept on
a 12 h light/dark cycle. Before experimentation, the animals were habit-
uated to the colony room and handled daily for a period of 1–2 weeks.
After this period, animals were placed on food restriction until they
reached 85–90% free-fed weight. Water was available continuously. Rats
were required to reach a minimum weight of 350 g before surgery and
subsequent experimentation.

Visuospatial attention task. Each day, animals completed 100 trials of a
selective attention task in a circular arena with a 1.2 m diameter (Fig. 1A).
Along the circumference of the arena were 36 light ports, located every
10° and standing 6.5 cm above the arena floor. Animals were trained by
approximation to remain in a 25 cm circular region in the center of the
arena and scan the arena boundary for a light flash (�150 ms). The
trial-to-trial probability of a light flash at any given location was defined
by a “center” light that is most probable and one of two normal distribu-
tions (1.25 and 3 SD) around the center that described the probabilities of
neighboring lights. Only one distribution was used on any given record-

ing day, and across days of testing, a single one
of these distributions was repeatedly used such
that several neurophysiological recordings
could be obtained under asymptotic levels of
performance. Once several recordings were
obtained under one distribution, the other dis-
tribution was used.

Light flash initiation only occurred when the
animal was in the center ring and oriented such
that the light would fall within a 120° space
surrounding its longitudinal axis. Thus, the
flash location is not always directly in front of
the animal, but always within its field-of-view.
Upon detection of a light flash, animals were
required to travel to the arena perimeter and to
identify the spatial location of the light flash
with a nose-poke. Upon returning to the arena
center animals were rewarded for correct light
source identification with a 1/2-piece Honey-
Nut Cheerio (General Mills). Incorrect identi-
fication yielded no reward. Trials associated
with failure to travel to the perimeter following
light flash (“no-gos”) constituted �5% of all
trials in any animal once asymptotic perfor-
mance was reached.

After the animal exhibited correct perfor-
mance on �70% of trials across several days of
training, recording experiments were initiated.
At this point, the subject underwent surgery for
the implantation of chronic BF stereotrode and
posterior parietal cortex (PPC) tetrode wires.

Surgery. Rats were implanted with arrays of
eight stereotrodes (25 micrometer tungsten
with polyimide insulation; California Fine
Wire) built into custom-fabricated micro-
drives. Three such microdrive arrays were im-
planted in each animal with two targeting left
and right BF (AP 0.2 mm, ML 2.8 mm, V 7.0
mm) and one targeting right PPC (AP �4, ML
2.5, V 0.5, 5 animals) or one targeting right BF
and two targeting left and right PPC (2 ani-
mals). Dorsal-ventral coordinates were chosen
to permit slow movement of the recording
wires into the desired BF (V 8 –9) and PPC (V
0.8 –1.5) target areas across days in which the
animal was reintroduced to the task. PPC neu-
rons were analyzed previously and are not ex-
amined in the context of this paper (Tingley et
al., 2014).

Recordings. All electrodes were bundled into
custom-built microdrives permitting move-
ment in 40 �m increments in the dorsal-

ventral axis. Signals were amplified at the level of the headstage
connection (20�), again at a pre-amp stage (50�), and then to varying
degrees, as appropriate, at the amplifier stager (additional 1–15�). Unit
signals were bandpass filtered (450 Hz–8.8 kHz). Candidate spike wave-
forms (exceeding an amplitude threshold) were recorded using SortClient
(Plexon) at a sampling frequency of 40 kHz. Waveform discrimination into
individual units was performed manually using Plexon’s Offline Sorter
software.

The animal’s position within the environment was detected from
overhead images of the arena at 60 Hz. using Plexon’s CinePlex Studio.
Tracking software picked up light from two differently colored LEDs
clipped to a connector, embedded in the dental acrylic used to fix micro-
drives to the animal’s skull.

Stereotrode bundles were adjusted across days as necessary to main-
tain collection of large numbers of high-amplitude action potential
waveforms (as many as 60/day). Data included in the present set of
analyses were, for all individual animals, associated with different depths

Figure 1. Multiple single-neuron recordings of basal forebrain neurons during performance of a selective-attention task. A,
Schematic of the arena used for the selective attention task. A 1.2-m-diameter environment with 46 cm walls, having 36 evenly
spaced light sources each 6.5 cm above the surface (red spheres). A trial began when the animal stood upon a 25 cm platform at the
arena center with head orientation such that the location of any individual trial’s light flash lies somewhere within the 120° space
that is centered on the longitudinal axis of the animal’s head. A light flash (�150 ms) from a single location triggers a journey to
identify the spatial location of the flash with a nose-poke. Return to the center plate yields 1/2-piece Cheerio reward if the correct
light source was identified. The size of the red spheres depicts the approximate trial-to-trial probability for light flash locations
(black spheres depict zero probability). B, Mean firing rate vectors from six example neurons. Firing rates were normalized by their
maximum firing rate and range from 0 to 1 ( y-axes). Colored arrows across the x-axes mark the behavioral events (light flash, nose
poke, plate cross, and reward) after a time normalization procedure is used to align events across trials (see Materials and Methods
for a full description of the time normalization procedure). For a full description of BF neuron activity during this task, see Tingley
et al., 2014.
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(minimum 80 �m separation) to greatly minimize the possibility that
single neurons could contribute to the full dataset more than once.

Behavioral event analysis. Position tracking data were analyzed using a
custom MATLAB (MathWorks) guided user interface. Each trial was
closely examined to identify the position point associated with initial
movement to the light source, and the sharp point of trajectory reversal
associated with nose poke. The time points at which the animal crossed
back over the perimeter of the center plate and at which the animal
stopped to consume reward were determined through automated anal-
ysis of positional data using MATLAB. Trials in which the animal did not
make ballistic, direct runs to and from the site of a nose-poke were not
included so that trial-to-trial variability in task epoch durations were
kept minimal relative to task epoch mean durations.

Time-normalization and firing rate calculation. To enable comparison
of neuronal activity across all trials and all behavioral epochs, we used a
time normalization procedure to align neural data for light-onset, nose-
poke, center-plate return, and stop/reward times. Time normalization
was accomplished by identifying the average time between light flash to
nose-poke, nose-poke to center return, and center return to stop/reward
across all trials and animals. On average, it took the rodent 0.69 s to
traverse to the light port after the light flash. Animals took a mean of
1.41 s to return to the plate after nose poke and 0.54 s to stop to consume
reward after having crossed onto the center plate. We divided these pe-
riods into �80 –90 ms time bins for each trial. There are slight deviations
from these averages for all animals across trials, thus, the bin duration
was allowed to fluctuate slightly to allow for the behaviorally significant
events to consistently occur at the same bin. A 1 s period before light flash
and after stop/reward was included in each trial to include stimulus ex-
pectation and reward consumption time periods, respectively. By this pro-
cess, we obtained vectors of time-normalized data in which a prelight flash

period composed bins 1–12, light flash to nose-poke in bins 13–20, nose-
poke to center-plate return in bins 21–36, center-plate return to stop/
reward in bins 37– 42, and a post-trial reward period in bins 43–54. For
further detail on this time normalization procedure, see Tingley et al.,
2014.

Histology. Animals were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde under
deep anesthesia. Brains were removed, cut into 50 �m sections, and Nissl
stained. The point of deepest electrode penetration was used in conjunc-
tion with microdrive adjustment records to determine the range of
depths sampled for any given stereotrode bundle placement. A schematic
summary of final electrode bundle placements and sample histological data
are given in Figure 2.

Interspike interval analysis. Interspike interval histograms were calcu-
lated for each neuron by determining the time differences between adja-
cent spikes across the entire recording. These histograms were then
normalized by the interspike interval bin with the highest count, result-
ing in histograms ranging from 0 to 1. These histograms were then sorted
by their maximal interspike interval frequency (Fig. 3A).

A custom clustering algorithm, that uses principal component analysis
and a mixture of Gaussians, was then implemented to determine whether
classes of interspike interval histograms could be separated by their
shapes. Principal component analysis was used to reduce dimensionality,
and to quantify the variability in the shapes of all 1428 interspike interval
histograms. The first two principal components for the interspike inter-
val histograms (Fig. 3C, inset) together explained 62% of the variance in
the data (Fig. 3C).

The two principal component ‘matching’ scores for all 1428 interspike
interval histograms are plotted as a density heat map in Figure 3D. The
Gaussian mixture model was applied to this full population of values, and
defined the centers and SD for two subpopulations of neurons that share
characteristic interspike interval shapes.

We next examined the activation patterns of these two groups of cells
in relation to the selective attention task (Fig. 3E). For each time-
normalized bin across the task (y-axes of Fig. 3E; 54 bins total), we found
the subset of neurons at or �80% of their maximal firing rate. For this
“active” population of neurons we averaged their interspike interval his-
tograms. This resulted in 54 average ISI histograms, shown across all task
phases in Figure 3E (left). Each row in Figure 3E (left) is the average
interspike interval histogram of the most active subpopulation of BF neu-
rons at a given phase of the task. In Figure 3E (right), we compare, for each
time bin, the observed mean of interspike interval histograms from the set of
active neurons to the mean interspike interval histograms for randomly se-
lected subsets of the full set of 1428 interspike interval histograms. The num-
ber of randomly selected interspike interval histograms is determined by the
number of active cells in each time bin. In this way, we estimate the extent to
which bursting versus nonbursting neurons are active relative to what might
be expected based on their proportions in the full dataset.

Cell assembly analysis. Temporal coordination of spike timing among
neurons recorded simultaneously from separate stereotrodes was as-
sessed using a generalized linear model approach, based directly on that
used in Harris et al. (2003). Spike trains from any given pair of neurons
were assessed, across all trials, over a time window of 5 s beginning 1 s
before to 4 s after the moment at which the animal began locomotion
to the arena perimeter in response to a light flash. Thus, the reference
time point used corresponds to the point of maximal firing rate for
the population as a whole and includes the entirety of all trials. For
any pair of neurons, one was designated the “actual” and one the
“predictor” (Fig. 4A).

For all pairs of simultaneously recorded neurons having highly similar
task-phase-specific mean rate vectors (r � 0.6 or � �0.6, N � 8 rats and
6558 neuron pairs), a GLM was created using the spike train of one
neuron (the predictor) to predict the spike train for the other neuron (the
actual) in each pair. Only neuron pairs recorded on separate stereotrodes
were included in the analysis.

Models (501; derived using glmfit.m in MATLAB) were constructed
for each neuron pair. Each model attempts to best predict the firing
probability of the actual neuron based on the spiking activity of the
predictor neuron. The 501 models differ in the extent of the time window
over which the predictor neuron’s spike train is smoothed (0 –500 ms,

Figure 2. Multiple single neuron recordings in basal forebrain subregions substantia in-
nominata and ventral pallidum. Top, Summary of recording sites (N � 8 rats, 12 stereotrode
bundle placements) in subregions ventral pallidum and substantia innominata of the basal
forebrain. Differently colored, filled circles represent different animals. Circles with a black ring
represent location of recording sites for analogous positions in the left hemisphere. Bottom,
Example histology depicting electrode placement for two rats. Colored arrows correspond to red
and yellow circles above and point to marker lesions made at final electrode depths. ml, Midline;
ac, anterior commissure; ca, caudate; lv, lateral ventricle; pi, piriform cortex.
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boxcar smoothing method; Fig. 4B). For each model, a “goodness of fit”
is determined by calculating the squared deviation of the actual neuron’s
spike train from the predicted spike train (i.e., the model). In turn, these
values are compared with those expected by chance as determined by
implementing the same procedure, using the same data, but with trial
order randomized for one of the neurons (Fig. 4C). Two measures are
obtained for each analysis: (1) the degree of improvement in spike train

prediction above that obtained for randomized
data, and (2) the smoothing window associated
with the greatest improvement in prediction.
The former improvement value evidences the
“strength” of cells organized into assemblies,
compared with randomized data, and the latter
optimal smoothing window has been used to
determine the temporal window over which
cell assemblies operate (Harris et al., 2003).

Results
BF neuron activity (N � 1428 neurons
across 8 rats) from the ventral pallidal and
substantia innominata subregions was re-
corded during performance of a selective
attention task. On each trial, the animal
perched on a central platform of a circular
arena and monitored the interior circum-
ference for a light flash (�150 ms) that
could occur at one of 36 equally spaced
light ports (Fig. 1A). Following stimulus
presentation, the animal was required to
run out to the perimeter of the arena, nose
poke the port corresponding to the light
source, and then return to the central plat-
form for reward. Thus, the task con-
structed specific time points that could be
precisely identified and examined for BF
dynamics relative to light flashes, nose-
pokes, and reward attainment. Individual
BF neurons exhibited complex task-phase
specific responses that formed unique pop-
ulation firing rate vectors across all task
phases. (Fig. 1B; for a full description of BF
neuronal dynamics, see Tingley et al., 2014).

Published work suggests that BF neu-
rons can be categorized by their bursting or
nonbursting firing behavior (Manns et al.,
2000a,b) and it has been shown that burst-
ing cell types respond to salient environ-
mental cues (Lin et al., 2006). To determine,
during task performance, whether a large
population of BF neurons breaks down into
clear bursting and nonbursting subtypes, we
applied a principal components analysis to
the interspike-interval histograms of all re-
corded BF neurons. Figure 3A depicts the
interspike-interval histograms (ISIHs) of
the full population of BF neurons and for all
spike intervals within a given recording ses-
sion. The color-mapped values of interval
counts are normalized and ordered accord-
ing to the interval bin containing the maxi-
mum count. The blue bars of Figure 3B
depict the frequency histogram of the
interval bins associated with maximal
interval count for the full population

(left y-axis). The gray line marks the mean of this distribution
at 64 ms. Finally, the red trace depicts the mean, max-
normalized ISIH for the full population (right y-axis). Al-
though a fairly wide range of ISIH peak intervals are observed,
the plots are both consistent with a potential split of BF neu-
rons into bursting and nonbursting subtypes.

Figure 3. Task-phase-specific biases in firing of basal forebrain bursting and nonbursting neuron subtypes. A, Color map of
ISIHs (maximum-normalized; blue, red � 0 –1) for all BF neurons. Neurons ( y-axis) are sorted according to the time bin (x-axis)
associated with the maximum number of spike intervals. B, Frequency distribution for the peak locations (blue bars, left y-axis) for
ISIHs of all neurons. Vertical gray line marks the mean of the distribution, effectively splitting the bimodal distribution into bursting
and nonbursting neuron types. The red line (right y-axis) is the average of all maximum-normalized ISIHs of A indicating overall
balance in burst versus nonburst firing for the population as a whole. C, Principal components analysis derived from the vectors
shown in A yields two components (1, 2) that explain much (62%) of the variance in the observed ISIHs. Inset, eigenvectors for
these components. D, Cell density map (blue, red � 0 –22 neurons) showing that the ISIHs of most BF neurons cluster into one of
two categories based on their principal component 1 (nonbursting) and 2 (bursting) scores. A Gaussian mixture model (K � 2)
applied to the density map defined two clusters. Ellipses designate their means plus 1 (solid) or 2 (dashed) SD. E, Left, Average
normalized ISIH (x-axis) for the subpopulation of neurons showing activity rates �80% of their maximum rate is shown for each
task phase ( y-axis). Time/task phase proceeds down the y-axis (trial start � top; trial end � bottom), and arrows represent the
moments of: light flash (green), nose-poke (blue), plate-cross (purple), and reward obtainment (red). Right, Average ISIH for the
same populations of highly active neurons at each task phase but following subtraction of the average overall ISIH for a randomly
selected population of neurons (blue, red � �0.1– 0.1). This panel reveals deviations from expectation in the proportion of
bursting versus nonbursting neurons highly active at any given task phase. Nonbursting neurons, for example, come to dominate
the population of active cells as the animal begins the journey back to the center plate (black bracket). Dashed vertical line
(x-axis � 65 ms) reflects the mean peak ISIH interval across all cells, also shown as the gray line in B.
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Evidence further supporting such a split is given in Figure
3C,D. Principal components analysis of the full set of ISIHs for all
BF neurons (up to 250 ms) yielded two components (Fig. 3C,
inset, pc1 and pc2) that together explained 62% of the variance.
These first two components clearly reflect the presence of burst-
ing and nonbursting neuron subtypes that have spike interval
modes, respectively, of 26 and 140 ms (or �38 and 7 Hz). Figure
3D is a density plot of neuron counts according to the scores of
their ISIHs on principal components 1 and 2. A Gaussian mixture
model was applied to the principal component scores, yielding
two populations whose mean � 1 SD and mean � 2 SD are given,
respectively, by the solid and dashed gray circles.

Figure 3E (left) depicts the average ISIH for the population of
neurons that, at a given task phase, exhibited firing rates at or
�80% their maximum rate (i.e., the current set of highly active
neurons). A significant degree of specificity is observed when the
mean ISIH expected by chance (Fig. 3B, red trace) is subtracted,
as shown on the right. Burst firing is minimal in the time period
before light flash and subsequent to nose-poke, whereas it is max-

imal at the time of the light flash and nose-poke. Nonburst firing
is maximal near the beginning of journeys to and from the arena
perimeter, as well as during the reward consumption period.
Nevertheless, subpopulations of both bursting and nonbursting
neurons are active across all task phases.

Only a handful of studies have recorded large populations of
BF neurons in awake behaving animals (Szymusiak and McGinty,
1986; Wilson and Rolls, 1990a,b; Lin and Nicolelis, 2008) and an
examination of codependency in firing of simultaneously re-
corded neurons has yet to be accomplished. As such, it is possible
that a previously unappreciated, but robust temporal organiza-
tion of BF ensemble firing patterns exists. That is, correlated fir-
ing with high temporal resolution of the type expected for a
population of neurons organized into cell assemblies has not, to
date, been described for BF neuron populations (Hebb, 1949;
Harris et al., 2003; Buzsáki and Wang, 2012).

Thus, to determine whether BF ensembles are organized ac-
cording to a specific temporal framework, a GLM approach was
implemented to detect the presence or absence of regularity in the

Figure 4. Basal forebrain cell assemblies operate at beta frequencies. A, Gray trace at top depicts the spiking activity for a single neuron (the actual) on a single trial. Red traces below depict the
spiking activity for a simultaneously recorded neuron, using successively wider temporal smoothing filters. Time on the x-axis is absolute (non-normalized) and taken relative to the time (dashed
vertical line) at which the animal accelerates toward the nose-poke following light flash (as determined from position tracking data). B, By use of a generalized linear model, the smoothed vectors
(red traces) are used to generate models of the actual neuron’s spike train (purple traces, filter sizes given above each). C, Example results from this “cell assembly analysis” of the BF neuron pair
shown in A, Black trace is the sum-squared error (y-axis) of each model with different temporal smoothing windows (x-axis). Red trace is the sum-squared error for each model, when trial numbers
are randomly shuffled. Fine dashed black and red traces give the mean sum-squared error for each set of models (i.e., randomized and nonrandomized data). D, Scatter plot of the amount of
prediction improvement (y-axis) for each neuron pair at that neuron pair’s optimal prediction time window (x-axis). The y-axis values reflect, for each pair, the ratio of the black and red arrow lengths
in C. Red dot corresponds to the neuron pair used in A–C. Points above a y-axis value of 1 correspond to greater prediction for actual versus trial-randomized spike trains. Vertical full and dashed black
lines correspond to the mean (55 ms) 	1 SD, respectively, of the distribution of x-axis values. The prominent collection of points with high prediction values at 55 ms and congregation of optimal
prediction windows at 55 ms are both consistent with organization of BF cell assemblies at beta frequencies. Black trace depicts the mean y-axis value for neuron pairs having optimal prediction at
each of the time windows. Inset depicts the mean prediction improvement (beyond chance) for each prediction time window and organized into four types of neuron pairs based on their
bursting/nonbursting status [green � 1762 nonbursting (actual)/nonbursting (predictor) pairs, red � 1792 bursting/bursting pairs, blue � 1502 bursting/nonbursting pairs, black � 1502
nonbursting/bursting pairs]. Both bursting and nonbursting neurons are temporally organized over the same range of beta frequencies.
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timescale at which pairs of BF spike trains are synchronized. Us-
ing this approach, the ability to predict spiking in one neuron
based on the activity of a simultaneously recorded peer was as-
sessed. Spike prediction for one neuron, based on the activity of
others within a specific time window, has been described and
used as a primary form of evidence for participation of those
neurons in a cell assembly (Harris et al., 2003; Harris, 2005; Buz-
sáki and Wang, 2012).

The results of the GLM analysis for all neuron pairs indicate
that the spiking activity of BF neurons with similar task-phase-
specific firing patterns is organized according to a specific tem-
poral framework. Each point in Figure 4D depicts the degree of
predictability in spiking activity relative to that expected by
chance (y-axis) for the smoothing window (x-axis) that was asso-
ciated with the greatest degree of predictability for that neuron
pair. The distribution of optimal temporal windows has an over-
all mean of 55 ms; this indicates that, for most pairs, the spiking
activity of any given neuron is best predicted by the spiking ac-
tivity of another neuron within a beta-frequency time window
(�18 Hz/55 ms in the present case). Moreover, within a window
of 1 SD around this mean, the degree of predictability is much
greater than that observed for neuron pairs having peak predict-
ability for longer or shorter smoothing windows. In fact, the pre-
dictability for most pairs outside of this 28 – 82 ms window is
close to that expected by chance (a y-axis value of 1, as depicted by
the dashed line, indicates equal predictability for actual and trial-
randomized data).

Finally, consistent with the fact that bursting and nonbursting
BF neurons contribute to BF ensemble firing patterns across all
task phases, the GLM analysis of codependency in precise spike
timing yields the same result for all possible pairings of bursting
and nonbursting neurons. The inset to Figure 4C depicts the
distributions of smoothing windows associated with maximal
spike-timing prediction for all neuron pairs segregated ac-
cording to whether the paired neurons both fell into the burst-
ing category of firing (red), both fell into the nonbursting
category (green), or were mixed (one bursting, one nonburst-
ing; black and blue traces). Strength in prediction was compa-
rable for all cell-pairing types as was the optimal time window
for predictions. Thus, organization of BF spiking activity over
�55 ms time windows applies across distinct subcategories of
neuron type defined by fundamental properties of their firing
dynamics.

Discussion
The interconnectivity between BF neurons (Zaborszky et al.,
1986; Loopuijt and Zahm, 2006), organization of BF neurons into
subgroups having similar response fields (Tingley et al., 2014),
and covarying activity (Tingley et al., 2014) all point to the exis-
tence of specific cell assemblies in BF. Direct evidence for this was
found in analyses aimed specifically at determining whether spike
times of neurons having similar response fields are predictive of
each other and, if so, over what time frame such predictions are
optimal. The form of the analyses derived from theoretical work
wherein coordination of spiking among interconnected neurons
at a specific time frame is considered a necessary condition for
comembership in a cell assembly (Hebb, 1949; Harris, 2005; Buz-
sáki, 2010).

The present data show that coordination of BF spiking activity
follows a specific temporal framework, that of a beta frequency.
Prediction of one neuron’s spiking activity according to that of a
peer having a similar response field was maximal over a time
range from �28 to 82 ms (or 12–37 Hz). The beta-frequency

temporal framework applies to the full population of BF neurons,
because peak prediction near 55 ms was observed when both
neurons were of the bursting subtype (based on their ISIHs),
when both were of the nonbursting type, and when one bursting
and one nonbursting neuron were paired. That this timescale is
observed across the entire population of BF neurons suggests a
physiological source for previously reported beta-frequency
field-potential oscillations (Quinn et al., 2010).

That the organization of BF spiking activity occurs at a beta
frequency offers clues as to the functional role of its cell assem-
blies and its interactions with afferent sources and efferent tar-
gets. Beta frequency time scales are hypothesized to be ideal for
coordination of activity among spatially distributed brain regions
(Kopell et al., 2000; Bibbig et al., 2002). Thus, the organization of
BF neural activity at beta frequencies may reflect optimization in
function based on the very nature of its long-range input/output
connectivity.

Information processing within the BF demands integration of
inputs from a number of spatially distributed cortical and sub-
cortical sources (Semba et al., 1988; Jones and Cuello, 1989; Car-
nes et al., 1990; Zaborszky et al., 1997; Alam et al., 1999; Fadel and
Frederick-Duus, 2008; Zant et al., 2012). The great heterogeneity
of BF response fields suggests that many BF neurons are driven to
spike by complex combinations of sensory input, motor output,
and cognitive state. This implies that BF neurons integrate infor-
mation over a longer time window than may be necessary for a
population of neurons having close proximity (Kopell et al.,
2000; Bibbig et al., 2002; Buzsáki, 2010).

BF outputs reach a distributed set of efferent targets and ac-
tivity in at least some of these targets (e.g., prefrontal and parietal
cortices) takes forms similar to that for BF (Gill et al., 2000,
Tingley et al., 2014). The expression of such activity is dependent
on intact BF input (Gill et al., 2000; Broussard et al., 2009). Thus,
the relatively long window over which BF ensemble activity or-
ganizes is also the time frame over which it can be expected to
modulate activity in its targets, and perhaps allow for synchroni-
zation among them. Notably, cortical targets of strong BF input
may still operate, internally, at gamma frequencies, a concept
consistent with theoretical work considering integration within
local networks (Kopell et al., 2000; Bibbig et al., 2002) and the
effects of BF stimulation on cortical field potentials (Jiménez-
Capdeville et al., 1997; Manns et al., 2000a,b; Bhattacharyya et al.,
2013).

Finally, the observed temporal organization of BF ensembles
lends insight into how differentiated BF ensemble firing patterns
are generated. Beta-frequency time scales are not typically con-
sidered as supporting synaptic potentiation. In contrast, gamma-
frequency time scales overlap considerably with the optimal time
scales for spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) of synaptic
efficacy (Bi and Poo, 1998; Dan and Poo, 2004). Yet, BF neurons
can quickly develop responsiveness to newly relevant sensory
stimuli (Wilson and Rolls, 1990a,b; Tindell et al., 2004; Lin and
Nicolelis, 2008). If such responses reflect potentiation of synapses
onto BF neurons, then the present findings imply that organiza-
tion of activity according to beta frequencies may be adequate for
STDP. In fact, several studies have shown large LTD responses at
frequencies spanning from gamma to slow beta (Feldman, 2000).
Thus, it is possible that the window for STDP of BF synapses is
relatively wider or that other mechanisms for plasticity are at
work. Alternatively, most responses of BF neurons may be sec-
ondary to changes within networks generating efferents to BF.
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Implications for BF function
With the advent of modern stimulation techniques (e.g., optoge-
netics) and their potential application to neurological disorders,
it is critical to understand how neural dynamics within any given
brain region relate to its functional role. This is especially the case
for the BF given its implication in a number of disorders, the
powerful impact of its efferents, and its role as a point of conver-
gence for neuromodulatory systems (Dringenberg and Vander-
wolf, 1997).

The functional role of the BF has been examined primarily
through lesion and stimulation studies, complemented sparingly
by recordings in task-performing animals. Most such work em-
phasizes a role for the BF in arousal, attention, learning, neural
representation and responsiveness (Buzsáki et al., 1988; Wilson
and Rolls, 1990a,b; Chiba et al., 1995; Bakin and Weinberger,
1996; McGaughy et al., 1996; Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998; Szy-
musiak et al., 2000; Conner et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004; Holland
and Gallagher, 2006; Parikh et al., 2007; Lin and Nicolelis, 2008;
Goard and Dan, 2009; Hassani et al., 2009; Bhattacharyya et al.,
2013). The present task’s structure and obtainment of multiple
single neuron recordings were geared toward defining funda-
mental properties of BF dynamics, their response fields, and
forms of temporal organization. Using this approach, the present
work provides new insight into how BF may impact processing in
its cortical targets according to the environmental demands.
Unique populations of both bursting and nonbursting neurons
become active at each task phase and their spiking activities share
a common temporal framework. From a broader perspective, this
suggests synergy in the impact of bursting and nonbursting neu-
rons on their cortical targets and indicates that the BF continu-
ously modulates its cortical targets at a precise temporal scale.

Recent neurophysiological experiments (Lin and Nicolelis,
2008; Tingley et al., 2014) evidence a view of BF function directly
consistent with the complexity of its anatomical features. In this
view, the currently active set of BF neurons yields enhanced re-
sponsiveness among the subset of efferent targets they reach.
Here, the greater proportion of neurons having activity peaks in
association with salient cues, such as a light flash, simply reflects
the need for enhanced responsivity across a larger set of BF tar-
gets. The sets of BF neurons activated across task phases are pre-
sumably determined by the associated sensory, motor, and
cognitive demands of the task.

This interpretation is consistent with the work of Golmayo et
al., (2003), demonstrating that differential activation of neigh-
boring BF neurons with efferents reaching different cortical tar-
gets yields site-specific enhancement of responses to sensory
stimuli. Furthermore, it is more generally consistent with the
following: (1) studies demonstrating enhanced responses of cor-
tical neurons following BF stimulation or exposure to ACh or
ACh receptor agonists (Zhu and Waite, 1998; Disney et al., 2007;
Broussard et al., 2009; Goard and Dan, 2009; Takata et al., 2011;
Ma and Luo, 2012), (2) changes in cortical sensory and motor
representations associated with the pairing of BF activity and
specific sensory stimuli or motor acts (Kilgard and Merzenich,
1998; Dimyan and Weinberger, 1999; Conner et al., 2003), (3) the
impairments in cognition associated with BF lesions in humans
and animals (Szymusiak and McGinty, 1986; Biggan et al., 1991;
Roberts et al., 1992; Muir et al., 1993; Baxter et al., 1995; Chiba et
al., 1995; Leanza et al., 1996; Stoehr et al., 1997; Zhu and Waite,
1998; McGaughy et al., 2002), and (4) the organization of cell
assemblies at time scales supporting coordination of activity
across widely separated brain regions.

Anatomical theories of the BF (Zaborszky, 2002; Zahm, 2006;
Muñoz and Rudy, 2014) have placed contrasting emphasis either
on a modular organization by which processing units distinctly
regulate their neural targets or on processing systems that can
convene as a cooperative network. Our recording studies empha-
size the ability of the basal forebrain to serve both these functions,
through the firing of functional groups across time and task ep-
ochs (Tingley et al., 2014) and by the formation of cell assemblies
that can provide distinct output or coordinate in the service of
global output. Whereas the structure and function of this neuro-
nal territory has been studied in a multitude of experiments
across behavioral domains and species, examining the collective
function of individual BF neurons serves to elucidate why the
integrity of this region remains fundamental to effective sleep,
learning, memory, and attention and why degradation of this
region in disease states ultimately devastates these functions.
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